


What is this, Not Another Fetch Quest!!! How many wolf pelts does the 
apothecary need? Nine?! What in all of Renfaire does he do with all of 
them? I suppose that’s not my job to ask, but the coin and the renown will 
pay the way into the famed Guild of Adventurers some day, so the price 
is always right! The game itself is somewhat akin to liar’s dice, you know, 
the game Will Turner plays in the second Pirates of the Caribbean movie in 
order to try to free his father from the clutches of the insidious Davy Jones 
while trying not to get completely screwed over by Jack Sparrow. [Redac-
tions due to spoilers and a massive digression]. Well...come on then! Grab 
your loot bag and prepare yourself for Not Another Fetch Quest!!!
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Your character represents your skills and abilities. Each character card 
includes the name, illustration, and background of the character, along 
with the character’s skill scores (combat, negotiate, and hustle) and their 
special ability.

Ah, loot. The backbone of every good adventure. Each loot card will either 
add to one of your character’s skill scores or somehow manipulate a chal-
lenge to favor the character who has been challenged.

Equip thy mop and bucket, hearty adventurer; you are going on a fetch 
quest!!! Quest cards determine the difficulty of the challenge. Each quest 
card has a skill type and a value; when a player is challenged, quest cards of 
their given types are added together to form the quest skill pools. The more 
quest cards get piled on The Notice Board, the more difficult the challenge 
will be!

Whether a badge of courage or a mark of shame, you bear these tokens 
proudly. Collecting three failure tokens means you’re out of the game, 
while collecting three success tokens means you emerge victorious, proving 
emphatically that you are, indeed, the best of the rest!

Acquiring loot cards:
Loot cards are one-use items that are drawn during the setup phase 
or the loot phase. A player may hold (face down) a maximum of three 

one-use loot in their loot bag. Keep them a secret from the other 
players, though you may look at them at any time.

Playing loot cards:
Loot cards are played during the challenge phase of a round. To play 

a loot card, flip it face-up and place it in the playing area next to 
your character card. Once loot has been placed in the playing area, it 
cannot be returned to the player’s loot bag. In alternate play modes, 

loot may be played against the challenged player.

Character Cards:

Loot Cards:

Quest Cards:

Success/Failure Tokens:
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This is where the magic happens, figuratively speaking, that is. From Grugnak 
the mighty 20th level barbarian to...well...you, the high and the low alike all be-
gin their quests here. The Notice Board token signifies who begins the wager 
process in the round. Once the challenge phase is concluded, the round ends, 
and The Notice Board moves to the player to the left. 

Real adventurers get d20s, which is why this game is equipped with the 
okayest set of d6 dice in the land. Any time “1d6” shows up on a quest or loot 
card, the player must roll a die to determine the skill value of the card.

The Notice Board:

Dice:

Select a character. 
Set unselected characters aside.

Shuffle the quest and item 

decks, and set them both 

in the playing area. Leave 

room for discard piles.

Have the success/failure 

token pile and dice easily 

accessible.

Each player draws two loot cards, 

looks at them, and places them 

face down in their loot bag.

Select who starts the first 
round, and place The Notice 
Board in the playing area in 

front of that player.
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The player with The Notice Board in front of them begins the round 
as the active player. 

All players draw a loot card. If more than three loot cards are carried by a 
player, that player must discard loot cards until only three are carried. Once 
all players have drawn and discarded as needed, the loot phase concludes.

Once the loot phase has concluded, the player with The Notice Board 
begins the wager phase.

The active player draws three quest cards and looks at them (keeping them 
secret from the other players). Of the three quest cards that have been 
drawn, the player selects and places two quest cards face down on The 
Notice Board, discards the third quest card face up, and says, “I’m going on 
a fetch quest.”

Any other player may challenge the active player by saying, “Challenge Ac-
cepted!” (the louder, the better!). If the active player is challenged, immedi-
ately begin the challenge phase. 

If the active player is not challenged, the player to the left becomes the 
new active player and begins their turn with the wager phase (NOT THE 
LOOT PHASE!). Players continue to take turns completing the wager phase 
until a player is challenged. The Notice Board stays in front of the same 
player for the duration of the round, signifying who started the round.

Side note: If the quest or loot decks run out of cards, reshuffle their discard pile 
back into the deck and continue play.

After setup, the game is played in rounds, which are separated into phases. 
Each round begins with the player who has The Notice Board. Play begins 
with the loot phase, in which every player draws a loot card. Then wager 
phases occur (adding quests to The Notice Board) until a player is chal-
lenged, which begins the challenge phase. When the challenge phase is 
resolved, The Notice Board shifts to the left, and a new round begins. The 
first player to win three challenges, or the last player to not lose three chal-
lenges, wins the game. The phases are described in more detail below.

Loot Phase

Wager Phase
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When the active player is challenged, they flip all of the quest cards that 
have been added to The Notice Board face-up. Add up the total of each 
skill pool (combat, negotiate, and hustle), keeping each pool separate. If skill 
pools include rolling dice, roll the required amount of dice and add the re-
sult to the skill pool. Once the skill pools for the challenge have been deter-
mined, the player then determines their skill pools by adding their character 
skills with any loot they choose to use during the challenge. Other players 
may use special abilities at any point during the challenge. Loot cards and 
special abilities are activated chronologically.

Each skill pool is determined separately, and all of the player skill pools 
must be equal to, or higher than, the challenge’s skill pools in order to suc-
ceed. If one or more player skill pools are smaller than that of the challenge, 
the player fails the challenge. 
• If the player fails to resolve the challenge, they receive a failure token. 
• If the player succeeds in resolving the challenge, they receive a success 

token. 

Once a challenge has been resolved, The Notice Board moves one player to 
the left, and a new round begins.

Failure: If a player accumulates three failure tokens, 
they lose and are out of the game. 

Success: If a player either a) accumulates three success 
tokens first, or b) is the last one to not accumulate 

three failure tokens, they win the game.

For five to seven players, it is recommended to 

play to two successes or failures instead of three.

Challenge Phase

WINNING AND LOSING THE GAME:
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In alternate play modes, loot cards may be added to The Notice Board by 
players to raise the value of the challenge. Loot cards played in this manner 
act as if they were quest cards and may be manipulated by loot cards or 
special abilities.

ALTERNATE PLAY MODES

The player who issued the challenge may 

add one loot card to The Notice Board. 

This card must be played immediately 

when the challenge is issued, before 

the quest cards on The Notice Board 

are revealed.

Players may add (up to) all of their loot 
cards to The Notice Board. These cards 
may be played at any time during the 
challenge phase until all players agree that 
no more loot cards will be played.

 Any player may each add one loot card to The Notice Board. This card must be played immediately when the challenge is issued, before the quest cards on The Notice Board are revealed. 
If all players agree, cutthroat mode can be modified so that loot cards may be played at any time during the challenge.

 If the player who is challenged 
wins the challenge, the challeng-
er receives a failure token. If the 
player who is challenged fails the 
challenge, the challenger receives
 a success token.Backstab Mode:

I don’t mind losing 
friends Mode:

Cutthroat Mode:

Challenger Beware Mode
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